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Abstract
This theoretical paper focuses on brain as a metaphor for studying the process
of strategy formulation. The paper argues that when individuals within
organizations use brain to self-reflect the uncertainty in the environment, the
organization are in better position to meet the competitive advantage.
Key Words: Metaphor, Brain, Strategy formulation
Introduction
Ascribing to the social existence of the organizations (Stinchcombe, 2000; Weber, 1997)
the human beings are the building blocks of organizations and in this view organizations are social
entities (Broom, Casey, & Ritchey, 1997; Ringberg & Reihlen, 2008; Selznick, 1948). Whenever
people come close to achieving certain goals they create organization. So, an organization refers to
a person or group of people that are on purpose organized to achieve an overall, common goal or
set of goals. Hence the organizations are social entities that work and sustain their operations in a
social context (Broom et al., 1997; McAuley, Duberley, & Johnson, 2007). There are several
significant features to consider about the goals of the business organization(Drazin, Glynn, &
Kazanjian, 1999; Dutton, Dukerich, & Harquail, 1994).These characteristics are explicit or
implicit. These characteristics are carefully considered and established, during the process of
strategic planning(Daft & Wiginton, 1979; Downs, Durant, & Carr, 2003; Mehregan, Kahreh, &
Yousefi).Members of the organization often have some image in their minds(Calvin, 1990) about,
how the organization should be working, how it should appear when things are going well
(Morgan, 1980, 1983). The explicit goals are quite clear and easy to understand by the
organizational members while implicit goals of the organizations are quite complex(Martin, 2010).
As the societies are getting more and more industrialized the purpose of organizational
creation and goals is also getting complex(Rappa, 2003). It is because of this importance and
complexity of organizational existence a fully established paradigm under the domain of OMT
exists to overview organizations in detail and in order to understand these goals, a stream of
research in the domain of organizational theory is paying attention to metaphors or images of the
organizations, so that members can clearly identify their role. According to (Daft & Wiginton,
1979; Drazin et al., 1999;Gioia, Schultz, & Corley, 2000) metaphors and role of language have
gained great attention in the organizational studies. Organizational image or metaphors are seen in
a broader perspective which includes the concepts that how organization is perceived by others,
(Dutton et al., 1994). Metaphors have gained great attention of academic interest as a tool for
highlighting symbolic and ideational dimensions of organizational life(Morgan, 1983).
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Organizations all over the world are spotted with confusions and obscurities, (Morgan,
1983) and in order to scan them internally and externally images of organizations play a
meaningful role. Up till now most agreed upon classifications of metaphors encapsulates nine
metaphors listed by Morgan (1983). These organizational metaphors include machines, organisms,
culture, brain, political systems, psychic prisons, flux and transformation and instruments of
domination. Metaphors are helpful because they transmits enormous amount of information,
(Yousefi) thus presenting the receiver with ideas and situations that provides the opportunity to
understand the organizations in a better way.
Organizations as machines acts as rational enterprise which are designed and
prearranged to achieve predetermined goals as competently as possible, using the one best possible
solution to systematize and linear concept of cause and effect(Galbraith, 1974; Morgan &
Videotraining, 1997). Organizations as living organisms seek to adapt and survive in a changing
environment. Organizations as brains are flexible, resilient and inventive(Calvin, 1994). Here, the
capacity for intelligence and control is seen as being distributed throughout the enterprise,
enabling the system as a whole to self-organize and evolve along with the emerging
challenges(Takeuchi & Umemoto, 1996; Zeleny, 1977). Organizations as cultures act as minisocieties, with their own distinctive values, rituals, ideologies and beliefs(Scott, 1961).
Organizations acts as an ongoing procedure of realism construction, which allows people to see
and comprehend particular events, actions, objects, comments and situations in distinct
ways(March, 1962). Organizations acts as systems of political activity in political system, with
patterns of competing interests, conflict and power(Mintzberg, 1985). As psychic prisons
organizations acts as systems that get trapped in their own thoughts and actions; and in which
obsessions, mind traps, narcissism, strong emotions, illusions of control, anxieties and defense
mechanisms become the focus of attention(Walsham, 1991). In flux and transformation,
organizations acts as expressions of deeper processes of transformation and change(Taber, 2007).
While acting as Instruments of Domination, organizations proceed as systems that exploit their
employees, the natural environment and the global economy for their own ends; exposing the
ethical and social dimensions as important points of focus(Morgan, 1980).
In today’s world of uncertainty the success of an organization depends more than ever
on the importance and usage of strategic planning and strategy formulation in achieving the ever
desired business results(Godet, 2000; Godet & Roubelat, 1996). In other words, "If you don't
know where you are going, any road will take you there "(David & Hall, 1998) implies the
significance of the strategic planning.
All firms are competing with one another for gaining sustainable competitive edge over
each other(Galbraith, 1973; Garud & Kotha, 1994). Sustainable competitive edge can only be
gained by responding rapidly to the changes in environment and meeting the customer
demands(Anderson & Rosenfeld, 1993; Arbib, 2005; Beer, 1972;Hedberg & jöhsson, 1977). This
requires strategy formulation on regular basis and it can be done only if organization acts as a
brain(Rumelt, 1998). Brain has the ability to self-organize and responds quickly to the broad range
of external stimuli. Taking the lead from this line of thought our argument is that the emergent
school of strategy which also focuses on strategy formulation on emergent and regular basis
(McDermott & O'Connor, 2002; Mintzberg & Waters, 1985) is directly linked to brain metaphor
of the organizations as strategies will emerge according to the changes in environment and brain
will act as a focal point for strategy formulation (Dyer, 1983).
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It is of little doubt that all of these metaphors provide useful insights to the
organizations, their makeup and their goals(Ashforth & Mael, 1989). Which metaphor is more
useful to provide a deeper insight is coined to the scenario which needs attention and is at hand;
hence to comment which metaphor is more effective is beyond the scope of this paper. The
primary objective of this paper is to review process of strategy formulation with the help of
grounded theory of images of the organizations. Taking the lead from Morgan’s conceptualization
of Metaphors or images this theoretical paper aims to use images of the organization as a
framework for strategy formulation and in this back drop raises the following research questions.
1234-

How organizations are conceived?
What are the various images of the organizations?
How images of the organizations can be used to formulate the strategies?
What is the relevance of using brain as a metaphor for strategy formulation?

Literature Review
Self-organization and the brain
The process of “Self-organization” is defined in terms of systems that are in general
comprises of many parts that impulsively attain their structure or function without specific
intrusion from an external agent(Dutton et al., 1994). Example of self-organization is provided by
the growth of plants and animals. Another example is the creation of a sculpture by an
artist(Haken, 2008).
The concept of self-organization was first discussed in ancient times in Greek philosophy
(Paslack, 1991). Moreover, in more modern times, self-organization was discussed by the German
philosopher Immanuel Kant (Paslack, 1991), who specifically dealt with the formation of the
planetary system, as well as by the German philosopher Schelling (Paslack, 1991), whose
discussion remains rather weak. In more modern times, self-organization was discussed by Heinz
von Foerster (1992) within his book "Cybernetics of second order". A systematic study of selforganization phenomena is performed in the interdisciplinary field of synergetic(Haken, 2008) that
is concerned with a profound mathematical basis of self-organization as well as with experimental
studies of these phenomena.
The phenomenon of self-organization is found everywhere in living and non-living
world. But at this point the research paper provides a predominantly interesting example,
explicitly self-organization phenomena of the human brain. The human brain is one of the most
composite systems that we all know in the world. It is composed of up to 100 billion neurons and
glia cells which are strongly interconnected. For example, a single neuron can have more than
10,000 associations to the other neurons. The question to be asked is who or what steers the
various neurons so that they can generate macroscopic trend such as the logical navigation of
muscles in locomotion, grasping, visualization that is in particular pattern identification and
decision making(Drazin et al., 1999). An early proposal that the human brain acts as a selforganizing system according to the laws discovered by synergetic was presented by H. Haken in
1983. The explicit example of Gait transitions of horses were conceived as non-equilibrium phase
transitions studied in synergetic that provide an explicit example of self-organizing phenomena. A
similar suggestion was made in the context of dissipative structures by(Haag & Kaupenjohann,
2001; Kelso, Holt, Rubin, & Kugler, 1981;Kohonen, 1988).
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Most of
o the firms coompete in inddustries that reequire quick reesponses to thhe changing
ennvironment and
d technology. Due
D to increasse in customer demand new products
p
are maanufactured
onn continual basis.
b
A human brain is capable
c
of reesponding connstantly to thee changing
ennvironment. Brain
B
can creaate new repertoires of behhaviors and perception
p
as it become
acccustomed to the
t change in environment
e
(G
Garud & Kothaa, 1994). Brainn can learn new
w languages
annd its ability to
t self-organizze makes it caapable to respond quickly too wide range of external
sttimuli (Arbib, 2005). Due to
t these charaacteristics reseaarchers are innspired to use brain as a
m
metaphor
in strrategy formulaation in order to respond thhe broad rangee of stimuli (B
Beer, 1972;
G
Garud
& Kotha,, 1994).
B
Brain
at Analogical Level
Most of
o the researcheers suggest thaat the ability off brain to proceess informationn in parallel
annd dispersed iss due to its layeered structure that
t manner makes
m
it to take action swiftlyy against the
chhange in envirronment (Andeerson & Rosennfeld, 1993; Arbib,
A
2005; Calvin,
C
1994). A group of
siimilar type off neurons is fired
f
through parallel proceessing which integrates thee input and
geenerates an outtput (see Figure 1). The geneerated output either excites or stops the acctivities of

otther neurons by
b means of synapses that create electroochemical connectivity amonng neurons
(A
Anderson & Rosenfeld,
R
19933). Topographiical is anotherr feature of braain that promootes parallel
prrocessing and boost flexibiliity because it allows the trannsformation off complex infoormation in
paarallel (Andersson & Rosenfelld, 1993; Arbibb, 2005; Argyrris, 1976; Beer,, 1972; Calvin,, 1990)
Sourcee: Garud, R., & Kotha, S. (19994). Using the brain as a metaphor
m
to moodel flexible
prroduction systeems. Academy of Managemennt Review, 678.
Brain also performs several functtions that are dispersed oveer other partss of brain’s
annatomy. In braain no prior esstimation of opperating param
meters are made because it coontinuously
chhanges with th
he environmentt. Brain tunes its
i operating parameters (Arbbib, 2005) by updating
u
its
opperating param
meters that preside over the innformation trannsformation into insights and action.
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Strategy Formulation
The art and science of formulating, implementing and evaluating strategy is broadly
defined as strategic management (David & Hall, 1998). Although the scholars and practitioner
believe that strategic management and resulting strategy is an important contributor to the firm
performance. But till to date it is still debatable that in which form strategic management
contributes to firm performance, in this line we claim that strategic management has not yet
become a robust paradigm of studying organizational performance.
As the various schools has emerged over the time defining strategic management and
resulting performance of the firm (e.g. Emergent school by Mintzberg and Planning school by
Ansoof) hence the claim that strategic management has become a fully established paradigm is
still debatable (Ansoff, 1987) and needs an extensive empirical evidence. In the words of Kuhn a
paradigm is unanimously recognized scientific achievements that, for a time period, provide
problems and solutions for a community of researchers(Kuhn, 1996)". In this view if strategic
management has become a fully established paradigm it must answer the relationship of strategic
management with the performance in all contexts and types of the organization. With this notion
the present study aims to examine the power of strategic management as a fully established
paradigm of formulating strategy and resulting performance of the firm and further it will be
interesting to discuss images of the organization as a tool for strategy formulation.
The strategy formulation is like coping with the beast and for the managers in today’s
word of uncertainty the beast is unmanageable until or unless they will use certain analytical tools
that can proactively analyze the environmental uncertainty (Greenley, 1986, 1994; Mintzberg,
1990; Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 2005). Thus strategic planning is a proactive approach
that helps an organization to find a better position in an uncertain world (Amram & Kulatilaka,
1999; D. C. Eadie, 1983; D.C. Eadie, 2000) with the desired goal of reducing the implicit gap
between current position of an organization and where it wants to be (Bryson, 1988, 2011;
Gooderham, 1998).According to Eadie (2000) strategic planning is the centripetal force and is an
organized process which helps to generate information about the environmental uncertainty and
translates the organizational goals into practical objectives .Hence strategic planning helps to
permeate the organizational culture and develops the intuition of managers about where we are
now and where we want to go (Osborne, 1993). In Greenley’s (1986, 1994) opinion there are two
fundamental reason of strategic planning in the organizations first strategic planning improves the
performance second it improves the organizational effectiveness.
Even when the immediate returns on application and use of strategic planning are not
evident but in an uncertain environment, the usage of strategic management and strategic planning
tools to remain competitive is not an option any more (Calantone, Garcia, & Dröge, 2003;
Christensen, 1985; White, 1986). It is believed by the scholars that strategic management and
usage of strategic planning for the strategy formulation is mandatory decision in front of mangers
to cope with the serious challenges that organizations have been experiencing (Aldehayyat &
Anchor, 2008; Paulraj & Chen, 2007). The organizations that use strategic planning as a compass
to navigate through the turbulent environment develop a unique strategy and as a result gain
competitive advantage (Wilson, 1998).
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Various schools of thoughts on Strategy Formulation
The strategy literature is overwhelmed with various views of scholars and practitioners
on effective formulation of strategy (Poister & Streib, 2005; Poister & Streib, 1999; Porter,
1996;Porter & Millar, 1985). But there are three schools that predominantly overshadow the
strategy formulation process namely intuitive school and analytical or planning school and
cognitive school (Mintzberg, 1990; Mintzberg et al., 2005; Mintzberg & Lampel, 1999; Nutt,
1984; Poister & Streib, 1999; Rindova & Kotha, 2001).
Intuitive School
The central of every decision is intuition(Mintzberg et al., 2005). Intuition is not an
irrational phenomenon rather it is the deep understanding of a particular situation(Mckenna, 1999;
Mintzherg, 1999). The chief role of manager in an organization is to formulate strategies(Liedtka
& Rosenblum, 1996). The future is dependent on the strategic process and is created through the
strategic planning which comes from the intuition of managers (Gooderham, 1998; Simpson,
1998a, 1998b;Sjöberg, 2003). It is the intuition not the in depth analysis that leads to the strategy
formulation(Simon, 1987; Zimmerman, 1990) in the organizations as intuition is quick, automatic
and it allows the manager to know what is the best course of action(Mintzberg et al., 2005).
Analytical School
According to analytical schools an effective strategy is not the result of intuition only as
it is the amalgamation of manager’s insight towards backward and forward circumstances
(Houlden, 1995). The analytical schools asserts that to look five years ahead, organization must
look ten years backward so that effective trends can be analyzed and as a result effective strategies
can be formulated (Desai, 2000; Schriefer, 1998). Here the underpinning logic is that relying on
intuition is not enough organizations must analyze the uncertainty in the form of trends
(Mintzberg et al., 2005). For analytical analysis of trends, organizations need tools and
methodologies that can effectively analyze the environment (Amram & Kulatilaka, 1999). Hence
the logic to successful planning is to get the best fit between the chosen tools and techniques, the
organization's current culture, capabilities and business environment and the desired outcome
(Gooderham, 1998).
Cognitive School
According to cognitive school, strategies are developed in people’s mind as frames,
models, concepts and schemas(Sørensen & Vidal, 2006). From 1980s till today research has
grown steadily on cognitive biases in strategy making and on cognition as information processing,
knowledge structure mapping and concept attainment(Mintzherg, 1999). All these play an
important role in strategy formulation. The other branch of cognitive school has adopted a more
subjective interpretative or constructivist view of the strategic process(Mintzberg et al., 2005).
According to cognitive school, cognition is used to construct strategies (Haken, 2008)as creative
interpretations rather than simply to map reality in some or more objective way.
Brain as a framework of strategy formulation
As discussed in the previous sections strategy formulation is a complex phenomenon and
requires deep insights from the managers of the organizations. In this view it seems logical that
brain can be used a framework for strategy formulation as when organizations are considered as
brain they solely rely on their human resources to formulate strategies that can best meet the
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objectives of the organizations. Hence cognitions of the individuals will be reflected in the process
of strategy formulation and brain will act a self reflective mechanism that will guide the future of
the organizations.
Discussion
The challenges which today mangers have to face in the organizations are trends such as
globalization, technology advancement, deregulation, emerging of new markets and industries,
and economic restructuring have greatly increased the organization's need to develop its unique
strategy (Aldehayyat & Anchor, 2008; Douglas & Craig, 1989; Kotabe & Murray, 2004).The
historical discourse of OMT leads us to the time of Aristotle who for the first time used various
metaphors for discussing the social phenomenon. Similar to this line of thought today OMT has
been accustomed to the usage of various metaphors to discuss the organizational phenomenon.
The strategy which is at the heart of organizational success is discussed in this paper
through a metaphor of brain. We are of the view that if organizations have to survive in today’s
changing environment they have to use the cognition of individuals in their process of strategy
formulation. According to cognitive school, people perceive and processes information regarding
the changes in external environment. A strategy in cognitive school emerges as frames of realities
using the self reflection of brain to cope uncertain environment. This cognitive school then
requires individual’s insights in to whole process. Hence brain which is the self reflecting tool can
be a guiding parameter for effective strategy formulation.
There is a need for organization’s attention in this regard where extensive training and
more empowerment to the individuals is required so that they can be used to employ brain while
defining the process of strategy formulation. A useful guide in this connotation can be(Argyris,
1976) frame work of organizational learning where individuals through the process of single and
double learning can be accustomed to use their brains so that past mistakes can be rendered and
future strategies can be formulated in more effective manner.
Conclusion
Following set of conclusions can be drawn from this study. Organic organizations can be
more successful and competitive if they can use brain as a framework for strategy formulation.
Images of the organizations can be used to set forth the new dimensions of strategy formulation in
the paradigm of strategic management. Self reflection of the organizations can be more helpful to
cope with the external environment as the organizations that are in touch with the uncertainty of
environment and plan effectively through self reflection and can have a competitive advantage as
they are in a position to develop an effective strategic plan aligned with the objectives of the
organization.
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